
The key to responding effectively in the moment is  
NOT trying to change your child’s behavior, mood, or attitude.  

(Don’t ask: “How can I get them to…?” “How can I make sure they…?”) 
 

How do you feel when you’re in Yuck and  
someone’s trying to get you to change?  

 
 
 
 

The key is helping them through Yuck so  
THEY can change their behavior, mood, or attitude.  

 
Getting them through the Yuck Curve is about SAFETY. (See graphic.) 
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You can’t control someone else’s behavior…  
but you can control how you think about and respond to it.  

The 4R Response Method LIVE PRACTICE SESSION 

Practice with your situation 
What is a situation that usually doesn’t go well with your child? 
 
Choose any of these steps to respond to and identify what your action would be: 
 See them: 

 
 Give tools to be successful:  

 
 Let them travel the Curve without getting sucked in:  

 
 Do a do-over:  

 

Address Your Yuck 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Address Their Yuck 

 
 

How to help them feel safe 
EXAMPLE:  Your child is taking a while at bedtime. 

 
 See them: WHY is she taking a while, from HER point of view? 

Create an of course-because statement.  
“Of course she doesn’t want to go to bed because she hates 
lying there, unable to fall asleep.” 
CARE about that. Judgment will lead to worse behavior. 
 

 Give them tools to be successful: Help her find ways to lie 
there – occupy her brain, occupy her body  
 

 Let them travel the Curve (without getting sucked in) so 
she can Yuck release naturally: “I will only  read a book after the 
pjs are on… and we might not have time.”  
 

 Do a do-over. “Now are you ready to get those pj’s on?”  

EXAMPLE: You’re mad at your child for not putting their shoes 
away. Your friend tells you you’re overreacting.  



The 4R Response Method PLAN 
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RESPOND EFFECTIVELY 

To respond effectively, address YOUR Yuck  
and then help them address THEIR Yuck so they can feel/act better. 

 
 
 
 
Help THEM regulate  
 
 I will see them by: 

 
 I will teach them by: 

 
 I will push them to round the Yuck Curve by 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
and instead of getting sucked in, I will ______________________________________________________________. 

 
When my child __________________________________________________________________________________________,  
then I will ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(and continue to regulate  myself by _______________________________________________________________).  

Recognize Yuck and take different action 
 
Signal to pause:  
 
Action to take:  
 Breathe 
 Physical strategy: 
 Cognitive strategy: 
 Other:  
 
 
When I feel ______________________________________________________________,  
then I will regulate by _________________________________________________.  
 
I will NOT ________________________________________________________________.  
 

Address Your Yuck 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Address Their Yuck 

 
 

THE YUCK ZONE: 
(NEGATIVITY) 

POSITIVITY POSITIVITY 

Perceived threat Safety & time 
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